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EXPLANATION 

1. Ans) (a)  

Explanation: 

Delhi has scored the highest on the index in the country with a score of 46.6, while Lakshadweep 

has the lowest score at 11.7. Delhi recorded the highest number of trademark and patent 

applications, along with the establishment of new start-ups and companies in the last financial year. 

The index has been developed on the lines of the Global Innovation Index (GII), to ameliorate the 

innovation ecosystem of Indian states and Union Territories (UTs) and to design policies to drive 

innovation across regions. 

 

2. Ans) (b) 

Explanation: 

Indian Railways renamed Howrah-Kalka Mail as 'Netaji Express' ahead of Netaji Subhas Chandra 

Bose's 125th birth anniversary celebrations, ministry of railways tweeted on Wednesday. “Indian 

Railways is happy to announce the naming of 12311/12312 Howrah-Kalka Express as “Netaji 

Express" Netaji’s prakram had put India on the express route of freedom and development," the 

ministry of railways said. 

 

3. Ans) (c) 

Explanation: 

Pakistan conducted a successful flight test of Shaheen-3 surface-to-surface ballistic missile, having 

a range of 2,750 kilometres, the Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) said on Wednesday. The 

flight test was aimed at the revalidating various design and tech parameters of weapon system.  

 

4. Ans) (c) 

Explanation: 

An MLC in Uttar Pradesh has demanded that the portrait of Hindu Mahasabha leader Vinayak 

Damodar Savarkar be removed from the picture gallery of the State Legislative Council saying that 

the installation of his frame next to those of freedom fighters amounted to an “insult” to them. This 

has stirred controversy in the state. Vir Savarkar : Formed a youth organization- Mitra Mela, this 

organization was put into place to bring in national and revolutionary ideas. He was against foreign 
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goods and propagated the idea of Swadeshi. He championed atheism and rationality and also 

disapproved orthodox Hindu belief. In fact, he even dismissed cow worship as superstitious. 

Vinayak Savarkar was a president of Hindu Mahasabha from 1937 to 1943. When congress 

ministries offered resignation on 22nd oct 1939, Hindu mahaasabha under his leadership cooperated 

with Muslim league to form government in provinces like Sindh, Bengal and NWFP. In Pune, 

Savarkar founded the “Abhinav Bharat Society”. He joined Tilak’s Swaraj Party. He founded the 

Free India Society. The Society celebrated important dates on the Indian calendar including 

festivals, freedom movement landmarks, and was dedicated to furthering discussion about Indian 

freedom. He believed and advocated the use of arms to free India from the British and created a 

network of Indians in England, equipped with weapons. 

  

5.  Ans) (d) 

Explanation: 

The Gujarat government has decided to rename the dragon fruit as ‘kamalam’. The word ‘kamalam’ 

is a Sanskrit word and the shape of the fruit does resemble the lotus flower. Dragon fruit is the fruit 

of a species of wild cactus indigenous to South and Central America, where it is called pitaya or 

pitahaya. The fruit’s flesh is usually white or red — although there is a less common yellow pitaya 

too — and is studded with tiny seeds rather like the kiwifruit. Largest Dragon fruit producer and 

exporter is Vietnam.  

 

6. Ans) (b) 

Explanation: 

The Union Cabinet has given its approval for the investment of Rs.5281.94 crore for 850 MW Ratle 

Hydro Electric (HE) Project. It will be located on river Chenab, in Kishtwar district of Union 

Territory of Jammu and Kashmir. It will be implemented by a new Joint Venture Company (JVC) 

to be incorporated between National Hydroelectric Power Corporation (NHPC) and Jammu & 

Kashmir State Power Development Corporation Ltd (JKSPDC) with equity contribution of 51% 

and 49% respectively.  The Ratle Hydro Electric Project shall be commissioned within a span of 60 

months. The Power generated from the Project will help in providing balancing of Grid and will 

improve the power supply position. Further, Union Territory of J&K will be benefitted by getting 

free power worth Rs. 5289 crore and through levy of Water Usage Charges worth Rs.9581 crore 

from Ratle Hydro Electric Project, during project life cycle of 40 years. 

 

7. Ans) (b) 

Explanation: 
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The second edition of the India, Thailand and Singapore trilateral Naval exercise SITMEX-20 

concluded in the Andaman Sea. The first edition of Singapore-India-Thailand Maritime Exercise 

(SITMEX), hosted by Indian Navy, was conducted off Port Blair in September 2019. SITMEX is 

conducted annually. The SITMEX series of exercises are conducted to enhance mutual 

interoperability and imbibing best practices between Indian Navy, Republic of Singapore Navy 

(RSN) and Royal Thai Navy (RTN). 

 

8. Ans) (a) 

Explanation: 

U.S. to review Houthi terrorist label. The Houthis were formed by Zaidite scholars, a Shia sect who 

have lived in Yemen for over a thousand years and also ruled the country for several centuries.  

Their rebellion against the Saudi-backed government began about a decade ago.  

 

9. Ans) (a) 

Explanation: 

Decisions taken under Chapter VII, such as economic sanctions or other sections like international 

security, are binding on UN members; the Security Council is the only UN body with the authority 

to issue binding resolutions. The UNGA can only make recommendations in this regard.  Decisions 

that are vetoed by the P-5 cannot be submitted for the review of the UNGA. Also, the UNSC is the 

authority under the UN charter to take action in situations threatening international peace and 

security. 

 

10. Ans) (c) 

Explanation: 

Collision with live high-tension wires is the prime reason for mortality among great Indian bustards, 

with as many as 15% of their deaths attributed to the cause. In a novel initiative to protect the 

critically endangered the great Indian bustard from colliding with live wires, the Wildlife 

Conservation Society- India (WCSI) is installing 1,848 bird diverters on high-tension wires along a 

6.5km stretch in Pokhran, Rajasthan. “Fire Fly” bird diverters are being installed as part of a pilot 

project over a selected stretch opposite the Pokhran Field Firing Range, which offers a safe habitat 

to a breeding population of great Indian bustards outside the Desert National Park (DNP) Sanctuary 

in Jaisalmer. Great Indian bustards are large birds with unique black caps over their heads and are 

found in the Indian subcontinent. They are among the heaviest flying birds in the country and are 

protected under the Wildlife Protection Act. There are around only 150 of them left in India, 

according to the report by the wildlife division Fire Fly diverters are the first such diverters to be 
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installed in the country. Previously, spiral and large discs were used in limited areas to divert birds 

from live wires. 

 

 

 

 


